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Earthbound SNES Guide/Manual only! Look! Please?
Yeah! Earthbound! Better than FFXXVII and a half!

Item number: 8160473395

Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item. 

List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

The seller ended this listing early because of an error in the minimum bid or Reserve amount.

Larger Picture

Starting bid: US $99.99

Ended: Jan-09-05 13:38:08 
PST

Start time: Jan-08-05 10:37:41
PST

History: 0 bids

Item location: Idaho Falls, Idaho
United States

Ships to: Worldwide

Shipping costs: US $1,500.00 - 
Other (see 
description) (within 
United States)

 Shipping, payment details and 
return policy

Seller information
ddcecil  ( 221 )

Feedback Score: 221
Positive Feedback: 98.7%
Member since Jul-02-00 in United
States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers

View seller's other items

Description (revised)

Item Specifics - Video Game Accessories
Platform: Nintendo, Super Type: Strategy Guide
Condition: Used

Hello! Today up for auction is the Guide/Manual for the highly sought after game Earthbound, for the Super Nintendo
Entertainment System. But, alas, this is the only positive part of the auction...
I don't know what happened to it... wait, yes I do! One of my pets probably went to the bathroom on it. *Sigh* I can't 
blame it on them. It was... sniff... ME! I accidently went to the bathroom on it. I may have been drunk, but wait a 
second! I don't drink! Maybe it was a drunk robber, as he robbed me of the final scratch and sniff card out of this book 
and must have sent it away for the Mach Pizza Air Freshener! Why didn't he take the Fire Dog one? It stinks horribly! 
Like a mixture of bathroom and whatever the card used to smell like! I can't keep looking at this guide... All the bad 
memories keep flooding back to me! So do you want it? If you happen to be the lucky winner, it will bring you 
happiness. Maybe. How much will shipping be? Anywhere from $1,500 and up, as I'll deliver it right to your door. I 
can't trust mailing companies with this item. If it ever got lost in the mail, I'll never know what the meaning of life is!? 
Use insurance? What?! No. Go away and let me be one with this guide!!!
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Added 1/9/05 (My 25th Birthday!):
Hi. This is DDCecil. I hope you have all learned a lesson. Keep your stuff near mint. One day it may be worth 
something. The owner of this guide before me didn't take care of the guide. Now it isn't worth anything. Thank you 
and good night everybody!

THE END

An Update: Where are they now?

The pie plate is now clean and the guide went back on my shelf, with me hoping to find a mint one sometime in the 
future.
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Shipping, payment details and return policy

Shipping Cost Services Available Available to
US $1,500.00 Other (see description) United States Only

Will ship to Worldwide

Shipping insurance
Not offered

Payment methods accepted
 This seller, ddcecil, prefers PayPal.

Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.

Where to go next?
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